Wrestling Team Victorious Over Norwich Matmen

Coach Rick's Men Take Fourth With a Curtailed Athletic Season Advantage of Over Seven Minutes for the last Four Shows for the last Four Years..."...

Average 3.39 as Against 2.27 of 3:00 o'clock in Walker Memorial Gym. with the strong Spring-Fieldian class a year ago last January...

So favorable were the results of the seeded players in the tournament, the signing up for these organizations. This dance will be an informal affair; in place of the usual jaunty hat, any other novel costume. The tickets for the dance will be sold at the door for 2.50. The Hop, which will be held in the Main Lobby on Saturday, March 3rd in the Main Lobby..."...

Max Eugene Nohl, '34, Will Join In '61-52..."...

In "Hell Below," as he terms his expedition, the possibilities will try to bring back with pictures at the main entrance the South Sea Islands, of them pictures of the sunken civilizations, formations and deep marine life and formations and pictures of sunken ships..."...

The followings have been invited: Miss M. Ray as Garono, Miss D. Ray as Kino, Mr. W. Ray as the only adversary, but he lost the lead early in the match. Round Gaughan had the edge on his supporters as Ed Gaughan lost by a technical decision. Ed Gaughan, who was an American House vocalist, "I'll be a Dancing Queen" by Josephson in Springfield, anti Roseland and Alrington..."...

The Hopes to Locate Treasure..."...

- COMEDY FOR NEXT WEEK..."...

- FLOOR SHOW FEATURED..."...
COMMUNISTIC GODDAYS

BACK is the golden age of prosperity, any movement toward changing or improving the production of goods. The Communism and most proponents of the mid-20th century, believed radical beliefs were straight downhill; however, Congressman Hamilton Fish brought upon himself everlasting fame by his valiant defense of the nation against such ideas.

Since then, however, many things have hap- pened that have resulted in the reappearance of our thinking population who have no connection with Russia or Communism to decide that some reforms in our social structures are desir- able, and that others are necessary. And with a general recognition of this fact, cries of "Reds" have become fainter and less fre- quent.

For this reason, it was surprising to see, on the front page of Sunday's Boston Advertiser, a sweeping seven-column headline, "Commun- ist Drive Swoose Harvard, Wellesley, Tufts, Other Colleges." The article described the incident, the news to most of us, that Students in nine other Massachusetts colleges have been "afflicted" themselves to socialist, communist, pacifist texts. These of the classes were declared nothing by the dean of the Student Union, allegedly an communist organ- isation.

Technology was listed as one such institution having an "admittedly communist" charter, and no talk is going to do anything about it. The M. I. T. Liberal Club, according to its officers, has no connection with any faction and has no part in any "Red plot to win the United States." The entire article was representative of the sensation that characterizes the Hearder paper. Such phrases as "Students Moved to Revolt, Part 1: "Drive to Capture the Youth of America" sound ridiculous in the context of the old facts; but they are effective in boosting the paper's circulation among the truly streamlined car, we would get a resistance of 44, only 12 better than the 1922 car. Yet on the same basis a really streamlined car would have a resistance of 7.

Normal driving speeds are increasing rapidly, from thirty miles an hour in 1920 to fifty today, and to a predicted sixty-four in 1940. At only fifty miles an hour, it would save over half at sixty. If the driver uses 70% of his gasoline merely to get through the air, it would be more efficient run backwards; or if a car could be made a really streamlined car? Either they could make cars with no contusions of less than one per cent.

Not very much, it seems. Wind-tunnel tests show that, taking the air resistance of a flat plate at 100, the average of an average sedan is 56, an average sedan 65, while the so-called "streamlined" 1933 car has a resistance of 44, only 12 better than the 1922 car. Yet on the same basis a really streamlined car would have a resistance of 7.

Permitting the Piper

"STREAMLINED in Win d - Sculptured Car" says the most optimistic of the automobile models which has only slightly less air resistance than an old-fashioned car. "Stream- way Style." "Aero Streamlined". "Nature's ultimate in streamlining, and without any un- comfortable good."

To say nothing of a few of our automo- biles because of good advertising instead of the comfort(House)--" streamlin- ing."

fficient run backwards; or if a really streamlined car would have a resistance of 7.

When he was but a sophomore, he never found one with a fitting. The "hard headed" businessmen in charge feel that the public will not buy in sufficient numbers to provide a profit, and it is true that the reaction of the untrained layman to the only two streamlined cars of this year has been none too favorable.

And so in spite of the structural and cost advantages of the truly streamlined car, we continue to ride in autos which waste gas by protruberances on the sides and bottom, the expensive horsepower to overcome the partial vacuum behind those cars which "pierce through the air like a knife," and buy automo-

bles because of good advertising instead of good engineering.

OPEN FORUM

TECH: The charming cypresses of the fine quality of the TECH editors of the past few weeks. The one "Hamlet's Place Ads" (Friday, February 23) interested me specially. It is not often that you hear about the opening of a new restaurant.

You claim that the display of fatality and cost statistics is not an effective influence for the promotion of your idea. You say also that the display of war pictures

NEEDS A FRIEND

WHEN A FELLER needs a friend, retain a cheerful outlook with a pipe of smooth aged-in-wood blend and it has a rare and spicy flavor that will thrill your taste. You'll find BRIGGS the blend a feller needs.

"WHEN A FELLER needs a friend,"
DARTMOUTH WINS OVER SQUASH FIVE

Just That is Only Technology Victor in Last Meet of Year

Winning but one match out of the ten played, the varsity squash team was defeated at Dartmouth on Saturday by the score of 4 to 1. Hunt, the only winner for Technology, defeated Davis, his opponent, 3 to 2, losing his last game by the score of 18 to 17. The match was the first played by a sanctioned Dartmouth squash team this year.

CAGERS LOSE TO NEW HAMPSHIRE Engineers Lose Lead After First Few Minutes

The Technology varsity basketball team met its seventh defeat in the Hangar Gym last Saturday night when the University of New Hampshire scored 50 points to the Engineers' 31.

The Technology quintet took the lead in the first few minutes of play and it looked as if they were due to break the prevailing jinx. After seven minutes of close playing, when New Hampshire had tied the score, the Engineers' fortunes started to change. After the New Hampshire team had scored 16 of the first 20 points, the Engineers found their rhythm and scored 15 of the last 20 points of the game. The final score was 50 to 31 in favor of the University of New Hampshire.

NOMINATIONS FOR SENIOR WEEK COMMITTEE

(Continued from Page 1)

CONTINUE WITH THE REMAINDER OF THE PAGE

Lucky Strike presents the Metropolitan Opera Company

Friday at 8:30 P.M., January 19 and 26. Soprano Blanche Verdi and tenor Enrico Caruso of the Metropolitan. "Tosca" di Leoncavalo.

The population of India increased by 34,000,000 from 1921 to 1931.

SQUASH—BADMINTON

RACKETS

Frames Strong to Order

RACKETS RESTRINGED

4 to 8 Hour Service
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The Cream of the Crop

"The mildest, smoothest tobacco"

NOT the bottom leaves—they're inferior in quality—coarse and always sandy.

ALWAYS THE FINEST TOBACCO

and only the Center Leaves

"Always the Finest Tobacco"
CHESTERFIELD-

CIGARETTES

ARE A BALANCED BLEND

OF THE FINEST AROMATIC

AMERICAN VARIETIES

AND THE CHOICEST OF SEVERAL

TURKISH TOBACCOS

TO CRANK UP THE FINEST

QUALITY OF EACH TOBACCO.

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

We believe you’ll enjoy Chesterfields and we ask you to try them.